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Abstract 
 
In this competitive world, the amount of information needed by the people is increasing at an exponential 
rate. The large amount of information is fetched by the people from internet according to their need. It 
would be a great thing that everyone is able to access only one server to get all the information. But 
practically this is not possible. Over the networks distributed systems are going to link up all those systems 
that work together but they are in situated at separate locations. Mutual Exclusion is one of the important 
features provided by these Distributed Systems. To achieve Mutual Exclusion, three algorithms had been 
proposed previously which are having much more message complexities and synchronization delay. In this 
paper, we propose a quorum-based mutual exclusion algorithm which reduces the synchronization delay 
and message complexity also. 
 
Keywords: Quorum, synchronization delay, distributed mutual exclusion, deadlock free. 

1. Introduction 

The Distributed Systems consist of set of processes (sites) or computers which are connected by 
communications links [1]. Distributed systems support many applications, such as replicated data 
management, directory management, and distributed shared memory, which required that a shared resource 
is allocated to a single process at a time. This is known as the problem of mutual exclusion [4]. Critical 
Section (CS) is the portion which consists of shared components or common events are needed to be used. 
Lack of both a common physical clock and a shared memory and unpredictable message delays are the 
factors responsible to increase complications in Mutual Exclusion [5] [10].Various algorithms have been 
derived to solve this problem of Mutual Exclusion.  
Mutual Exclusion algorithm deals with three basic approaches: Token based approach, Non-token based 
approach and Quorum based approach. In token based approach, unique token is shared in between the 
sites. If site consist of unique token then it allows for entering the critical section. In quorum based 
approach, two or more successive rounds of messages are exchanged among the sites to determine which 
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site will enter the CS next. In Quorum based approach, it consists of set of sites S and subset of sites C 
called as Quorums. There is always non-empty set of interaction between S and C. Whenever any of the 
site needs to enter CS, it has to take permission from all other sites present in that Quorum. Only one site is 
allowed to access CS at one time [10] [2]. For implementation of distributed mutual exclusion Lamport 
uses logical timestamp [5]. The message complexity of this algorithm is O(3*(N-1)) and the 
synchronization delay is T. Lamport algorithm further optimized by Ricart-Agrawal algorithm. It reduces 
the release messages by cleverly merging them with the reply messages [5]. In this algorithm, the message 
complexity is reduced to 2(N-1) messages but synchronization delay is still T.Maekawa algorithm based on 
the concept of Quorum, it uses Quorum based approach to resolve the problem of mutual exclusion. Its 
message complexity is N but synchronization delay get increased as 2T from T.  
Delay-Optimal and Deadlock-Free Mutual Exclusion Algorithm reduces message delay as O(3*(logN-1)) 
and synchronization delay as T. Our paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 consist of Preliminary concepts, Section 3 consist of algorithm, Section 4 gives of correctness 
proofs, Section 5 includes comparisons of all algorithms and conclusion in Section 6. 
 
2. Preliminary Concepts 
2.1 System Model 
N numbers of processes are present in distributed systems. The term site and processes are used 
simultaneously. Sites communicate with each other by message passing.  
2.2 Synchronization Delay 
It’s a time interval between one site leaves the CS and before other site enters the CS. 
 
 
                        Previous Site                                       Next Site 
                        Exits CS                                              Enters CS 
 
 
 
         Synchronization Time 
                                                             Delay 

 
Fig.1 Synchronization delay 

 
2.3 Quorum 
Let S denote a nonempty set of N number of sites. A coterie C is a set of sets, where each set J in C is 
called a quorum. The following conditions hold for quorums in a coterie C under S: 

1. (∀��� ∷ � ≠ ∅^� ⊆ 
) 
2. Property of Minimality: (∀�, �� ∷ � ≠ ∅^� ⊄ ) 
3. Property of Intersection: (∀�, �� ∷ � ∩  ≠ ∅) 

The property of intersection captures the intersecting quorums and mutual exclusion can be done 
successfully. 
  
2.4The basic concept of Quorum-Based Mutual Exclusion Algorithms 
Quorum-Based Mutual Exclusion Algorithms associate quorum Pi with a site Ki such that: 

1. (∀� ∷ �����)   and 
2. (∀�, ∀� ∷ Ki ∩ Kj ≠ ∅) 

Site Pi can access the CS only after receiving permission (i.e., reply messages) from all the sites in Ki. After 
having finished the CS execution, Pi sends release messages to all the sites in Ki to unlock them. Mutual 
exclusion is guaranteed because of the intersection property of quorums. In Quorum-based algorithms 
deadlock occur whenever a higher priority request finds that a lower priority request has already locked the 
site.  
 
3. A Delay-Optimal And Deadlock-Free Mutual Exclusion Algorithm 
3.1 Basic Issues 
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Our proposed algorithm reduces the synchronization delay to T by implementing strategy: 
The site which wants to enter CS instead of sending release message to unlock the arbiter site which in 
return sends a reply message to the next site to enter CS, the site which completed its work and wants to 
enter CS directly sends reply message to the site which wants to enter CS.To know how is a site informed 
about the next site to enter the CS? We consider message transfer strategy as follows: In Fig. 2, After 
sending reply to Sk, the site Si receives a request from Sj. Si sends a transfer message to Sk after receiving 
the request, to indicate that Sj is the next site to execute the CS.  Sk sends a reply to Sj on behalf of Si when 
it finishes its CS access. After receiving the reply, Sj gets the permission to enter CS from Si even though 
the reply was sent by Sk. 

 
Fig.2 Message translation with mutual exclusion 

 
3.2 Required control messages for algorithm 

• request: Si sends a request timestamp reqiand is asking for Sj's permission to enter the CS. 
 

• reply: It’s a reply message to the site Sj indicating that Si grants Sj's request to enter the CS.  
 

• release: After Si exited the CS ,a release  message  has to be sent to Sj. 
If reqk≠ (max;max), Si has transferred Sj's permission to site Sk. 
 

• inquire: An inquire message detect that whether Sj has succeeded in getting reply, granted 
the permission to a site with a higher priority request. 
 

• transfer: a transfer message from site Si to site Sj indicates that Si asks Sj to send a reply 
message to Sj on behalf of Si after Sj exits the CS. 

 
• yield: A yield message from Si to Sj indicates that Si yields the right to enter the CS to a 

higher priority request and it is waiting for Sj's permission to enter the CS. 
 

• fail: This message indicates that  Si cannot grant Sj's request because it   has currently. 
Granted the permission to a site with a higher priority request. 
 

3.3 Required Data structures for algorithm 
• lock:lock is initialized to (max;max), the value of max should be more than any site number 

and sequence number. 
 
• replied:replied is of Boolean type of size m (m is the size of quorum). When Si receives 

reply it sets to 1. 
 

• req_q:req_q is a priority queue, top of the queue consisting of request with highest 
priority. 

 
• int_set: save the inquire messages which arrive at Si earlier than the reply. 
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• tran_stack: every entry in this stack represents a transfer message.  
 
• failed: failed is of Boolean type. When Si receives fail this structure set to 1. 

 
 
3.4Algorithm 
 
A: Requesting the Critical Section: 
Step1: 
 /* For a site Si wishes to enter CS */ 
Si sends request(i; j; reqi) to every site Sj� Ji;clear tran_stacki, inq _seti, and tran _seti; 
/* tran _set is used to temporarily save transfer messages */ 
Failedi := 0; repliedi[]=0; locki := (max;max); 
 
Step2: 
Actions when Si receives a request (j, i, reqj) 
If locki = (max; max) then locki := reqj; send a reply(i,j) message to Sj; 
else consider Sk is the site whose request is in locki; 
case 1: (req _qi)= ∅^(reqj<locki) 
Si sends inquire(i, k) piggybacked with transfer (i, k,reqj) to Sk; 
 
case 2: (req _qi)= ∅^(reqj>locki) 
Si sends transfer (i,k, reqj) to Sk;Si sends fail(i, j) to Sj; 
 
case 3: (req _qi ≠∅ ) ^ (reqj> head(req _qi)) 
Si sends fail(i,j) to Sj; 
case4: (req _qi ≠∅ ) ^ (reqj><head(req _qi)<locki) 
Si sends fail to head (req _qi);Si sendstransfer(i,k, reqj) to Sk; 
 
case 5: (req _qi≠∅ ) ^ (reqj<locki<head (req _qi)) 
Si sends inquire (i, k) piggybacked withtransfer (i, k, reqj) to Sk;  
 
case 6: (req _qi ≠∅ ) ^ (locki>reqj> head(req _qi)) 
Si sends transfer(i, k,reqj) to Sk;enqueue (req _qi, reqj); 
 
3. Actions when a site Si receives an inquire (j,i): 
if (replied(i,j), 1) ^ (failedi = 1) then replied(i,j) := 0; failedi := 1;send a yieldito Sj; 
delete all entries sent by Sj in tran_stacki; 
else enqueueinq_set(i, j); 
 
4. Actions when a site Si receives a yield (j, i): 
enqueue (req _qi, locki, reqk := dequeue ,req_ qi); 
locki := reqk; reqp := head(req _qi);send reply(i,k) piggybacked with transfer (i,k, reqp) to Sk; 
 
5. Actions when a site Si receives a transfer(j, i, reqk): 
If replyi[j]=1 then push (tran _stacki,(j, reqk)); 
else ignore this transfer; 
 
6. Actions when a site Si receives a reply(j, i): 
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repliedi[j] := 1; 
if j � inq_seti then delete j from inq _seti 

 
7. Actions when a site Si receives a fail (j, i): 
failedi := 1; for any j � inq_seti delete j from inq_seti; 
 
B: Executing the Critical Section: 
 
A site Si can accesses the CS only when for all Sk  inJi,repliedi[k] = 1. 
 
C: Releasing the Critical Section: 
 
1. Actions when Si exits the CS: 
repliedi[]= 0; 
while tran_ stacki≠ ∅; (k,reqj):=pop(tran _stacki);  Si sends reply(k, j) to Sj; 
iftran _seti :=tran _seti∪(k,reqj)  then delete other entries sent by Sk in tran_ stacki; 
For each Sk∈Ri: 
if∃(k,reqj) ∈	tran_seti then send release(i,k, reqj) to Sk; 
else send release(i,k,(max; max)) to Sk; 
 
2. Actions when a site Si receives a release(j, i, reqk): 
if reqk ≠(max;max) then: if reqk	∉	req_qi then exit from this Action; 
   if  locki := reqk then delete reqk from req_qi; 
      if  req _qi≠∅	then reqp := head (req _qi) 
         if reqp<reqk  then send inquire (i,k) piggybacked withtransfer (i, k , reqp) to Sk; 
         else  send transfer (i,k, reqp) to Sk; 
    else  if req_qi=∅	then locki:=(max,max); 
else   reqp := dequeue (req _qi); locki:= reqp; 
if   req _qi=∅	then send reply(i,p)to Sp; 
  else  reqq := head(req _qi) send reply(i, p)piggybacked with transfer (i,p,reqq) to Sp. 
 
4. Proofs 
4.1 Mutual Exclusion is achieved successful 
Assume contradiction that two sites Si and Sj are executing in the CS simultaneously. From the Intersection 
Property: (∀�, � ! ∷ � ∩ � ≠ ∅)we know that Si's quorum Ki and Sj's quorum Kj have at least one common 
site, say Sl. From Step B of the algorithm, if Si and Sj are executing the CS simultaneously, both of them 
must have gotten Sl's permission; that is, repliedi[l]=1^repliedj[l]=1. 
1) lockl=reqi              (1) 
or (lockl=reqk(k≠i))^(repliedk[l]=0)^(Si received reply(l,i) from Sk)  (2) 
2)lockl=reqj       (3) 
or (lockl=reqk(k≠j))^(repliedk[l]=0)^(Si received reply(l,j) from Sk)    (4) 
It is easy to see that 1 contradicts 3 and 4 and also 3 contradict2. Based on first step of algorithm that is 
release of CS, the above statement is contradiction that is two processes execute in CS at a time. Hence it is 
proved that only single process can utilize CS [5] [1]. 
 
4.2 Deadlock is impossible 
Assume a contradiction that deadlock is possible. No site is going execute in CS as more than processes are 
replying for more messages. After a sufficient period of time, there must exist a waiting cycle among the 
sites requesting the CS. Every site is waiting for another one in the cycle. In this cycle, there must exist a 
site Si whose request has the highest priority. Suppose Si is waiting for Sj's reply and Sj has sent a reply to 
Sk. According to algorithmic step Sj sends an inquire to Sk. Site Sk sends a yield to Sj. Then, Sj sends a 
reply to Siwhen a site Si receives a yield (j, i) and a site Si receives an inquire (j,i). The cycle is broken[1].  
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5. Performance Analysis 
The comparisons of message complexities and synchronization delays between various mutual exclusion 
algorithms are given as follow in Table1: 
 

Table 1 

Algorithm Message 
Complexity 

Synchronization Delay 

Lamport 3*(N-1) T 
Ricart-Agrawal 2*(N-1) T 
Maekawa 3*(√# − 1) 2*T 

Delay-Optimal And Deadlock-
Free Mutual Exclusion 
Algorithm 

3*(logN-1) T 

 
6. Conclusion 
Quorum-based mutual exclusion is a fascinating approach for providing mutual exclusion in distributed 
systems due to its low message complexity and high resiliency. In this paper, from performance analysis 
we have observed that a quorum-based mutual exclusion algorithm which reduces the synchronization 
delay to T and has the low message complexity of O (3*(logN-1)). 
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